
Insurance & Retirement

JOIN US!

Got teachers at the table in

conversations, gained

benefits for post-2012

employees and slowed the

decreasing of benefits for 

pre-2012 employees.

Voice & Feedback

Continued input into

school year calendars.

 

Maintained a voice and

feedback loop during

Covid-19 school closures.

MARSHFIELD TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
MTA is an organization of professionals who are working to make our school the

best possible place to work in and the best possible place for our students to learn.

Your Salary

Negotiated a raise every

year for the past 9 years

including a $922 raise to

be applied to your 2020-

2021 base wage.

Look what we accomplish together!
MTA, with support from WEAC and NEA, is the only organization advocating for the rights and

needs of students, teachers and public schools. 

Join Now!



Our Students
MTA advocated 4K expansion and support,
securing more funding for Kindergarten,
special ed and counselors.
 
MTA helped pass the 2016 referendum.
 
MTA supports pro-public education school
board candidates.
 
MTA advocates for vulnerable students
including special ed, at-risk, LGBTQ and
those with disruptive behaviors.
 
Along with WEAC and NEA, MTA was at the
forefront for the best interest of students
during school closures due to COVID-19.
 
 

 Our Values
3 in 4 Marshfield teachers belong to MTA.
 
MTA reviews and understands district
handbook and contract language, so we
know your rights. 
 
MTA advises and supports dozens of
members each year in job-related
situations. Members never stand alone.
 
 

Our Profession
MTA secured tiered raises in 2019-20,
ensuring all staff earned raise and
increasing Tier 1 base wage to $42,000.
 
MTA obtained the choice to be paid in 26
or 21 paychecks.
 
MTA prevented the district from starting
first pay period in September 2020.
Teachers now have a year to adjust to a
pay gap that will occur in 2021.
 
MTA secured even premium payments so
each paycheck has similar deductibles.
 
MTA bargains for yearly CPI raises.

Our Ideas
MTA achieved an improved PLC process,
improved professional development,
streamlined evaluations and improved
support for violent or disruptive students.
 
MTA continues to advocate for a more
meaningful Educator Effectiveness process.

THE MTA SUCCESS STORY

More on Membership at weac.org/membership


